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I got up bright and early.this morning because an interesting phenomenon

-
rft4 happened in the Midwest--you could actually see the-sun. That sun h?sn't
ar%

been around much for the last ten or twelve days. I walked down to the Arch.a%

C\1

a nice pastoral scene and I got to thinking that tomorrow the sun's going to

overlooking the Mississippi River and I was watching the water go by, watching

the sunrise, and reflecting 'cm what I was going to say today. It was kind of-
come up again and the river is going to keep on rolling along like the old

song says, regardless of whae we do'in marketing education about microcomputers.

The sum,doesn't care and the river doesn't care.

Now it's getting to the point where I think that if wp don't start

approaching this mierocoMputer issue'mcre seriously--because I'm getting the,

feeling that I think a lot of people aren't really qoncerned about the impact

of microcomputers in marketing.education--we are going to lose out on an

exaellent opportunity to draw technology into the classroom. I'm only saying,

this because I've been working with them for about 3 years, giving a lot ofN,

worksh4s, presentitions like this one, teaching a microcomputer applications

course. We see a lpt of initial interest, but then the crucial follow-up when
1.7

it really boils down to the individual teacherscontinuing -On their own--I

don'tosee a lot of that. Their excuses'are such as I don',t have time, too
1

'busy, have another fund raiser to wOrry about. I think we're going to have to

,take the time because what I'm finding now is that other areas are coming

into the microcomputer field and doing things--like English, and guess what

English' is teaching--word,processing.-and
I think those of us who are.in

.
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broadfield business education know what happened severallyears ago about

consumer economics. So, I think it behooves us to start taking this thing

a lfttle more seriousfy. Now, you're not going to dn the half hour I have

with you or workshops you.may go to. That's just going to scratch the

surface. You're going to have to make a commitmept and there are a lot of

states doing lots of things. For example, it's going to take a little bit

more than just saying "Well, I've got two hours. Can you come out and show

*
me how to use the microcomputer?" No. I can give you some demonstrations.

I can give you a little knowledge, but it's going to take a considerable

time commitment on your part because it's something new.

Some of the other kinds of things I've talked to teachers about are--

why aren't you doing something with micros? Don't you have computers in

your classroom or don't yo\.x have access to them? "Sure,"they respond, "we

have them." "Why don't you use them?" I ask. I haven't really got an

answer yet. It's not that difficult to learn, but It does take a professional

commitment.

What,I hope -to do today is talk about a few things and give you some of
P

my thoughts. I guess the initial place to'begi4 is to give you a little

personal background. We have a course at Whitewater that I developed with ,

Don Zahn, who is in business education. We developed a course three years

ago called "Microcomputer Applications for Vocationai Educators." Basically

what we have done in this 2-credit dourse is try to turn0people from zero

microcomputer literacy, where most of theM are, and'bring them along to a

point of computer literacy and also basic applications and some microcomputer

methodology. Now, what we have found from'the 250 teachers who have gone

through the course in the last 2 1/2 to 3 years is:that,'yes, there is a

definite need for microcomputer literacy and application in vocational education.

Bdt, also we hgd elementar-y teacherse'mOsic 'teachers, foreign language teachers,



even math teachers,because there doesn't seem to be a lot done other than

courses that spend a lot of time on programming--period. Let me give you My

personal bias about that. I don't think it's necessary. I don't even/think

it's essential that you knlw programming to be able to effectively utilize

the computer in the classroom. I think the software sophistication is going

up. It's become easier and easier to use the software, or'the courseware as

I guess is the new term.. Therefore, I don't think it makes you understand

the thing any better if you take a computer class first before you take some

type of basic computer applications. I think once you get into it, if you're

turned on by it, you want to putsy around with it, I think that's fine.

About a month ago I went out to a school where my student teachers were

attending a workshop'. Karl P6well always very graciously volunteer a.

Milwaukee school for viewing of specialty programs in MDE. At that school

3

a home economica ttacher came out and said, "Do you work with microcomputer?"

I said, "Yes," and she said, "Can you help me out?" I said, "Well, what are

you doing?" "Well, I'm tryirig to write a program to help me keep track of

, my inventory for my kitchen." I said to her, "What are you using? What kind

of-inventory?" "No," she said. "I'm writing one." That's crazy. You can go

out with $20 and buy an inventory program. You can go out--and those of you

'who have messed with programming, and a lot of us have probably taken it--you

don't sit down on A weekend and write a program. Well, anyway, that's my

bias about prOgramming and what kind of an'impact it has on whether or not

you can effectively utilize the microcomputer in the clas!;room. Alr,o,.it is

1 important that if you s.ign up for a work!,hop and yot? people,are not very

computer.literatb, for example, that you have access to tl.mm. I don't think

it's a good idea to come in for just a show and tell approach.

C.
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We have a lab with 15 Apples that we were able to get through a grant for

a teacher preparation program. We put two students per station. It has worked

out very well tor this course that we developed. They need the hands-on.

They're much more comfortable once they sit down and learn.the routines and
w

male mistakes and go through the various kinds of procedures we put them

through. Some of you, if you Cisagree with me, maybe we'll have g few minutes

at the end to get into some questions.

I think another thing that you have to explore,and there's a lot of .

districts now starting to address the keyboeding issue,is where it should be--

because, once again, if we're going to,in our discipline of markejng education,

utilize the .keyboarding skills and techniques.and 'all that, I think they're

going to have to be able to effectively do that--know keyboarding. Now, whose

responsibility is it? Well, it's got to be somebody. There are several

school districts in Wisconsin which are incorporating a ix-week keyboarding

course at the fifth grade lev You are reading about a lot of school

dist ts doing that, and I think you kind of, need to keep an eye on that

because, once again, that's a skill that has to be developed. It's no different

than training students how to run the cash register. A lot of data/cash

registers are now ten-key for example, so I think we .need to worry about

keyboarding.

Let's take a look at what I consider dome basic applications. Once

again, if you read the professional jsornals, they're going to give you different

kinds of, what they consider, ba.dc applications. I am going to give you 5 basic

applications and some examples of whAt we're doing. Then if any of you have

some ideas you're doing locally, Maybe you'd want to dhare them.

Let's first of all,look at where the microcomputer, other than the computer

science use,,
;

probably really.got it§ toehold in education. That was primarily

remedial/tutorial application. .A number of the first kinds of courseware
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programs were little math programs. I think,all of us know as high school

teachers, or any kind of teacherS, that stmdents come in with different

abilities and that always seems to be big area that we have to devote a

lot of time to. Therefore, the first application is for remedialTurposes.

This remedial application on upgrading basic skills has a tremendous number

of software available at a nominal fee. Some of these I just put down on

the overhead are ones that we have ih our particulai courseware likAary.

Overall, we have probably one to two hundred programs, and 'there. are Lome

very nice ones which are the remedial/tutorial type. They are very mdtivational.

I also think it helps you individualize your instruction. There are all kinds

of applications that you can use it for in this sense--where you are showing

them noi"just the acquisition of the skill, but showing them where the skill

is going to lead to. So this is one,applicaLon that we talk about.

.Another application is for instructional purposes. This is when

you're presenting new information. For example, we have one program in

advertising and several in market research. We really had an opportunity by

using a market research' program to have students go out and do some applied

research and have them present their findings on the microcomputet. They have
)t.

some very nice ones in the area of market research with graphs, charts, bar

\raphs, line graphs. You can.even demonstrate market research by using these

programs. There is another one we have--advertising--that does a very nice

job. Once again, you can use this as an instructional tool: One of the

teachers I talked to on why they were not usincithe micros actually said "It's
a.

just a passing fad."

We've had computers around a lot lobger than this guy's been around and

so if he thinks it's a passing fad, then it shows why we are in some'difficulty

in micro literacy in the MbE curriculum. I guarantee you whether we like it



in marketinolaistributive edacation or not, business is AoinT it and.they're

going to continue to do whether we do it in our curriculum or not.

The third application is simulation. I think this is piobably one Of the

easiest ways in whiah you can initiate/introduce the.microcomputer in your

classroom. It does- ,all the work for you: Now, those of you who have ever
A

taught anything that required a lot of grading and evaluating' know that it is"

very, very time consuming to sit down and analyze those papers. I taught

typing for one year. My departmnt chairperson in her infinite wisdom decided

marketing people aren't too good'at1/4teaching skills, so she moved me out of

typing; 'but I do remember that in typing, one thing that stuck in my mind was

besides being very repetitive was the quantity of time that I spent in looking

over the students' production. That kind of thing drove me crazy, not only

because of the time required to look at ft, but no additional time to evaluate

it--to evaluate the mistakes-- in.a ,sense what kind of mistakers they are

making. Well, there are courseware programs out now that do all that. They'll

tell you if you have a problem with your little finger on your right hand.

It'll give you a bank of words to practice on. It does all that diagnostic

work for you. Some of the simulations in marketing/distributive education are

really exciting. A new one that ]just purchased is called Cartels and.

Cutthroats. This is one that I have used. I have an Introduction to Business

class for freshmen and sophomolres and will be using this program next semester. I

have already set the whole simulation up. The students will form teams and have a

semester-long competition with each other. About every other week they will turn

-in their team decisions based upon production, upon regoarch and derelopment,

advertising, 'ening price, building now plants, borrowing moves--all those

kinds of decisions that they have to make, and we'll.run it via the micro. In

the old dav, if you did something like that, you'd have to spend a lot of time

calculating and evaluating their decisions.' Now the microcomputer does it in a
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few seconds and you get your output immediately. I'll then post the results.

The students will have a chance then to see they did in'comparison with the

other teams. Once, again I think this simulatibn has tremendous potqntial.

I'm also trying to convince our WDECA--Wisconsin DECA--Secondary to let

me do,this as sort of a conference activity for our spring Career Development

Conference. I think this would be a nice little activity where students

representing chapters around,the state would come in as a team along with' a

judge who might be their training sponsOr or advisory committee membbr to act

as a consultant. They would form teams and spend three or four hours playing

this simulation just to see what happens. Again, I think we have some real

potential in this particular area. Another plus is that they are easily

administered because of the support documents. This simulation is something

that you can do with one microcomputer.

Schools have two philosophies about micros. One is to have a lab of

micros and all teachers have access to them. The other one is to have them

in individual classrooms. Some teachers say, "What can I do with just one?"

That "what can I do with just one" attitude is another excuse I hear a lot.

Simulation is one nice application you can do with just one. The only problem

you have.to concern yourself with in simulation is the type of output; .such as

via hard copy or via a monitor. In simulation, you don't really need the

screen to project the results on, because it's not like you're showing it to

the whole class. If I was uphere demonstrating programs today, no one past the

first row or two would be able to see the results on the monitor unless you

had a network of monitors set up or a large projector piece of equipment.

I'll talk about networking in a second.

There are some nice marketing simulations coming out. However, a lot of

them are similar in nature, There were not too many of these simulations until
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about' this year. One of the first ones that
Apple put out

wa's.one called "The

Lemonade Stand" and if you want a real
simple one that will take you about

-
five minutes to

understandstart out with "The
Lemonade

Stand." It is a very.

simple
simulation. It does a very

niCe job
illustrating 'some

marketing

Concepts and by
using:this one you can get

your feet wet. If or when you get

into some of
the other

simulations, you've got to spend the time
to learn the

#10

ins and
outs. You've got to

go through it a number of times.
'You've got

to
understand what it does.

Otherwise, it will be a
disaster when you try toA

use it
on students.

It's like the IDECC LAP. If you ever
gave one to a

student

without
reviewing

it/first, they start coming around asking where's this,

where's that. It makes
you look

foolish.
You can't do it that way. Youlve

got to deote the time and
energy and

effort to learn the
courseware. The

simulation does all the
processing for you quickly.

You get the results back

immediately and that's the nice thing about it. Plus, you bnly need one'

maChine. The hard
part is the

managing of..it.The project data base is the
fourth type of

application. This
application

is
basically what's being done in the real

world,
e.g..business. Those of you

who were here
on Friday

afternoon and
listened to the

resear,ch part of the

conference heard about some basic
kinds of micro uses that

business
people). are

*

doing 'and the initial one was
primarily in the

accounting area.
That's

primarily what a lot of
businesses aie

currently using
microcomputers for. I

think you are
going to sbe that

changing. I think they are going to get Much

more
sophisticated in the.use of the

micro.
Wealready know that

there are

systems where you hook up your cash
register and it

records
directly on the

micro all the
inventory. But this

project data base
application is

primarily

taking
business type of

software or
courseware and that is

actually being used

,/
in

business, such as Visicalc, the
Controller

Accounting
Package, thp Datn9.4
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Factory whidh is'an inventory system. What could you use this application for?

You could use it.for'all kinds of things. I had a grad student, for example,
) 'doing an independent prbject this past summer, who set up,her scAbol store

inventory using the Visicalc program which is a very nice system to use. I

Think all of us who have ever run a schpol store Xow that the bookkeeping

usually is the thing that drives us crazy the most. So, you hove a.chance

now. Ob.ViCusly, I've found mit in talking with people they say, "Well, gee, I'
0

'don't have time te) learn the system. It akes too much time." fd that's

'true. But, it you put in'that'additional initial investmebt and work in

getting it

.e,lás

A
up, the-long term effect will be a decrease in time.

application is Classroom Mahagement. This is where I really think
3

that a lot of teachers, if they really think about it, are going to save

th'emselves a lot of time. ,They are, also going to be able to db some things
A.

that they haven't been able to do ill the past. For example,'grading--therl-

are electronic grade book out that will do all the calculations for you.
-1)

Also, these programs will nalyze exams. Another management application deals

with a couple of projects at Whitewater. hat I am working on. Next semester

we're doing two applications in this area--one is on training plans. For

example, I really see two approaches to the training plan in relationshIp to

the micro. One rs like the IDECC system was or still is. But it used to be,

where you wOuld give them-the cOmpeteney, numbers and they would, print out the

list,of competencies for each student. So you'ire really looking At a listing

of competencies. YOu turn in the number./ Boom, off it comes. That's one.

Another application morP of a word prqco':fAng application to training

plans. That is, once you format thp plasn, and if yoU use primarily the same

training stations with the same types of jobs e ery year, all you have to do

is go back and do a little editing and the whole thing comes up as an original.

;



Therefore, every year you continue to develop a bank of training plans and all

you have to do is make some minor adjustments on job duties.

Another word processing application could be letters to advisory committee

members'; for' example, letters to parents for the program. .All these kinds of

tagks that you didn't have time for before or else couldn't coerce somebody

else to do, you now have an' opportunity because of the word processing.

capabilities of the micro. I usesthis application a lot now. In fact, for

our DECA conference I volunteered our microcomputer lab so we can do all the

letters to the judges. We have sent each one a personalkted letter. You

can buy some very nice word processing courseware now that doesn't evenrequire

special kindgO-i-lia-raware other 'than a quality printer.

One other application I guess I should mention to show a litt,le broader

application is DECA Tabulation. When I first came to Wisconsin I wanted to

try to help as much as I could, so I said to the state DECA Advisor, "When

I was in Kansas, for example, and helped do the state conference there; we

aeveloped a computerized tOulation system.for DECA competitive events." The

state advisor said, "Well, 'Karl Powell has been the cornerstone-Of tabulation

for state for Years and yeafg and years. and years. Porrt talk to,him about it

because he's a little sensitive about4rt. Basically, he's a nice guy', but he

always'gets a little, hysterical when it comes tabulation time.", Yoll can

-understand any time it's just three or'fbur o'clock in the morning and you're

- still struggling; anybody could get a little sensitive. So,'I.convinced Karl.

I was new, you sec. He,didn't know me that wall. He knew-I was from,Kansas.

s- Ikon from Kannan. 'So that wa,, one thinq 401 hat'l goiwj for tn;. But he believed

me. "Let's go ahead and try it." The first year we stirl used the mainframe.

We used a terminal. Two years ago we switched over to the micro. Last year

./
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was the first tittle I've evee seen Karl'smile--we had everything compiled with

the.printout of the results at 6:30 p.m. We started at about 1 O'clock in

the morning and finished entering the scores about 4. At 6:30 w were done.

Everything was done. All winners had been determined.and for the first time

ever the tabulation crew could go to the lanquet at 7.p.m. We've been able

to upgrade.the system and now have v,irtually a foolproof system.

An example of instructionapplication would be in the area of guidance and

counseling using the micro. In Wisconsin, just in passing, we have what's

called a Wisconsin Career anformation System, and the'career information used

to be stored on the mainframe. Now, they have atarted to put'the same career

information on floppy, disks so all schools can use the system without needing
t.

a terminal. When students want to expYbre careers they sit down with the

microcomputer and effectively tesearch different kinds of jobs or job

descriptions, or what kind of personality traits it takes for those jobs.

'there are a couple other applications that don't really fall within.the

'five categories that I think 'you need to be aware of. They are called utility

programs.' There'ate a couple of Points I want to make first. I have found

that when I hae gone gut and done inservice.for.teachers and when I demonstrate

the software, the first thing they ask me is "CaN,I get a copy of that program?"

Ivly reply is "No. You can:t get a copy of this.," Only because, number 1, it's

against the law. 'You can't go around copying. AlSo because there are a lote

of sophisticated kinds of programming thing's 'done now 'as part of the publisher's.

attempt to quit this illegal copying since it is such a real problem. This is

a big'issue now facing the courseware developers. Tbey are asking themselves

"How dp we protect investment?" 'I would be mad, too, if I was a programmer

and spent thdusand .of. hours developing a program and somebody was running.

around copying A and giving it to all hi or her buddies. You have to kind of

12
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keep in mind the ethics that are involved here.. More courseware developers are4

'coming out, now with replacement polioijs that arle fairly good, where they will
. , v

k

. seog,"'OK, if you send'us back thedamaged.disk for $10 we will replace it.",
--1

,

. Ori,they'li send you two originals, or they will. as McGraw-Hill has, sayhat'
. --;-''.2

_ -,jou can copy it one time. It7's been rumortithat some pUblishers are coming /.,
but with a system where if you try to copy the disk, it destroys itself. Apple

,'.

. is onejilif,the few that come and say, ''Hey, I don't qare, copy rt all pu

,w.ant." If you,have those public domai.n programs, then it is availabIeo copy',.

..."---'a--Efd-thebe-atke-no-'copyri..ght-l-aws--.--1311t451it'aireTn.Ch-OUTare.

inifesting money ,into software or courseware, it's 'like anything else,'do you'
A.

qive the students the original? 'Usually nbt. I ,never did, So, 'we usually..ak
.

try to back ours up. Now, what:We have foUnd, though, in writing Publishers,.
,

. .

and they've beenfairly gobd about.this; they wiill_send us_anather_copy-i-f,we., %

tell them we have a couiSe and a.re preparing teacherS. We als6 have'the

I,ocksmith copy program to back up disks.

So, theGe programs reJy fall intb'fitility programs, not really,an

application your students Would use,-..but mainlya.some kinds of things that_yle

would use, that you could-use the microcomputer for. Like your copy-prqgram4-.-

if you have a,two-disk system, it's a.nice program,to have.

Scmething else.I want to talk a ittle bit about before my time is up are

-
the two approaches of housing the micro. I said before, ohe is the dab

situation, which I consider ideal, because I thinkyou_calt_better utilize tke.
'0

e-quiPme:rrt--i-f you had-access to more machines. Fbr -example., I went out to a

_school last fall and this accounting teacher said "Let me show you what

r,

1'4

IXAtipita-balaqht.gma-la64-cRring."

in the box. It hadn't even been ugwrapped

my
_ L_

on using ft this year' "Oh, no,ino. But isn't it nice?" "Oh, yeah, it's

1 3,



great But what Ave you done with it?" I asked him. Unfortunately, what I

have found aiso.in talking to teachers iso number 1, they do this equipment

purchasing backwards. If-some of you haven't gotten involved in the decision-

making And your district is starting to get involved in micros, I would

strongly ticommend that you get your foot in the door, because what do most

administrators look for when they buy .9itings? r'Price. That's all wrong. You

,look fittt at what are your needs. That's your first consideratiOn. What are

your ndedsZ What are you going to use it for? That's your first item.

Because, depending upon what your nee.ds are is going to have a.tremendous

1
. impact on what you are going tO end,up mith. Needs first. Once you can

identify what you are going to use it for, then the -second item is to look at

the availabiliy of existing courseware thatkeets your needs. That will

dictate then the hardware that's required for those programs. Unfortunately a

lot of'administrators buy the eql,i_ipmen,t first and they'll say, "Here it is.".

You may or may not have some of the kinds of software that you want to use.

I 'I

All programt are not available fbr WA machines.

You have to realize there are a tremendous number of manpfacturers out there.

One way to have access to software without a tremendous amount of capital is to

buy into a consortium. This allows you to have access to a tremendous amount

of courseware. But, please look at your needs first. Look at the courseware

Second. Then look at the hardware, because somebody was telling me, I think

at the last session, their administrator bought them 'a 16K machine. You can't

do a darn thing with a 16K machine unless its 6xpandable. You just can't'.

In our particular lab, I'll iustgive you our rationale on why we purchased what

we did. A lot has changed in the three years since we bought our machines, so

we can't really say that everything is still the same. We bought Apples b,ecause

our Department of Public Instruction recommended them. They were one of the few_
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micros that had color graphi

* 14

, plus they had tremendous availability of, soft-

ware in education and business. TR'S EtCe at the time didn't have color graphics
,

and-We felt colortwas,an important enough feature to incldde, especially in the- ,

-remedial area, because' we are doing some things now in spec'a education.v ,
. .

, Like I have stated, don't resolve yourself to say, "Well, gee, I don't

have any input on what We buY," Show the interest. Get in there and do a
V

little hoiiework and go in there and show them why you need the micros and what

ging to do with them, be&au9e otherwise they may end up saying, "Well,

I can buy this brand for $10 less tflan I can buy that brand." And maybe that

$10 is going to be he differenCe between a machine you can really effectively

\

utilize and one that you cannot.

The fiqal point. I want to talk aboubtis networking. Networking comes into .

play if you have a micro lab situaLon. There are three types of networking.,
One.is video networking, and this is what we have in our lab, because we

bought all this equipment; the hard disk system really hadn't Veen developed at

that time. The hard disk,has since come of age, but qere are some problems

-
with the h r disk. e have 16 stationS; each station has two disk drves.

Consequently, anytime we want to demonstrate.a.program to the whole class, we
4.

,have two choices. 'Either you have everyone hover -around one little screen,

-which is not good, or we have to load the program'for each of the 16'stations.

That is time consuMing. What we did wat to hOok a video network cable A/stem-,

up where we have one master station,and 15 receiver stations. Consequently,

the students'can remain at each of their stations and view.on their screens

what we are demonstratingat th6aster station. When the demonstration is over,
*

they switch back to their own microcomputer and,continue with their work.

The sec.ond type of bebaorking is printer networking. We have three word

procssing stations and only one word processing quality printer. Rather than
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ha7,students waiting for the microcomputer fhat is hOoked up to the printer,
r

we hay, set up a switching sequence for three micros to interface with the one

printer. .Therefore,' we are better able to utilize.the printer-and allow more

stude.ypp,to work oryword processing applications. There are a variety of

types of switches that can be purchased for this type of networking. We

' -bought Inexpensive manual sw4tching device for around $150.

The last_type of networking is computer networking. This type of networking

is where you set up a central retrieval disk_unit that all micros"tan acCess.

There have been schools that.have set up hard disk systems to do this. Then

'each of the microcomputers tis no longer acting as an ipdependent unit, ba

rather as a compAter tcerminal. By using a central retrieval s tem, you cut

down on the number of disks that you have to handle. If you, haV your programs

loaded on the hard disk system, each microcomputer station can i cpendently

access the programs. The only drawback iS that you'cannot put a 1 programs on

hard disk. Courseware'that cannot be copieT)ay simple Copy prog ms cannot be

load/ on hard disk. This is a problem now that Some of the pub ishers are

trying to d-61-1 wj.th.

In closing i would lil$e to,just caution youl., If we don't et with the

telehnology program and see what is happening in the business rld-in relation

to mi&.ocomputers, someone else is going to step in and do it for us. If that

happens, then that is just one less reason fdr keeping our discipline. You
r

10
have to make a oommitment to spend the hecessary time and energy to gain

,....
.

t computer literaCy'to the point where yOld"can successfully integrate the micro-

comput,er intO the classroom. The microcomputer is nOt going to be a substitute -

teacher but rather a teaching tool with 'unlimited potential that will, onlY be

limited by:yopr own cr ativity. Thank you.
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